Carter meets with collegiate press

By BETTY SHERMAN
Mustang Daily Editor

"In a very difficult year" for the college press, President Jimmy Carter met with students and the collegiate press during his visit to California Polytechnic State University.

"This is typical of young people your age, Mr. Carter," said Carter to the students. "You have a lot of interest in the world around you, and you want to do something about it." Carter has been quoted as saying, "It is very important to me that we do something about the world around us." The students present were pleased with the president's thought-provoking speech.

On the other side of the fence, World's correspondent Howard Friedman interviewed students about their thoughts on the president's visit. "What impresses me most about the president is his dedication to the people," Friedman said. "He's a man of the people, and he cares about the issues that affect us." The students were also impressed with the president's dedication to the people and his commitment to making the world a better place.

The meeting was a success, and the students were pleased with the president's thought-provoking speech. They look forward to hearing more from him in the future.

Pomp and splendor: Carter's roadies

By BETTY SHERMAN
Mustang Daily Editor

The roadies have already checked the boots, the shoes are clean, the curtains and drapes are straight. The mirrors are shining, the windows are clean and the air conditioning is on. The roadies are working hard to make sure everything is perfect for the president's arrival.

Carter's roadies are a group of individuals who work behind the scenes to ensure that all is perfect for the president. They are responsible for everything from checking the boots to making sure the air conditioning is on. The roadies are a group of admirable individuals who work tirelessly to ensure that everything is perfect for the president. They are a group of individuals who are dedicated to their work and are committed to making the world a better place.

Editor's note: The trip to California Polytechnic State University on March 8 was financed by the Mustang Daily. It was the first time that the students were able to have a wide range of questions, and questions that were more profound in their significance.
Let them have their canal

The Panama Canal, a 48-mile long ditch that connects the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, has evolved to unmistakable significance for the United States and the neighboring Latin American countries. It is key to the United States' defense in the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, and it is essential for the transportation of goods and people between the two hemispheres.

The inclusion of the canal in the United States' defense strategy is due to its strategic location. The canal is located on a narrow isthmus, making it a strategic military location. It also serves as a logistical hub for the transportation of military goods.

The majority of the United States' military strategy involves the use of the canal to transport troops and supplies to and from the United States. The canal is also used to transport goods from the United States to its allies in the Pacific and Caribbean regions.

The United States' defense strategy also involves the use of the canal to control the flow of goods and people. The canal is used to control the flow of goods entering and leaving the United States, and it is also used to control the flow of people entering and leaving the United States.
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Kennedy: University activities fill off-hours
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By Mark Ullman

...sobering shouldn’t be a problem if you just consider the time it takes. One hour is needed for the body to oxidize the alcohol in each drink consumed (that includes beer and wine as well as hard liquor). A cold shower or hot coffee won’t work. 

Time spent sobering is time well spent.

Spend half your time getting in and out of ski bindings?

Stij on Burris, the world’s only “automatic recovery” binding, and you’ll never have to stop and put your skis back on after a fall. But return your skis to your boot automatically! Come in today for a live demonstration of the incredible lightweight, lower-priced Burt! 

Slo-Pore Cutting Edge

The Professional Hair Designers

We emphasize natural-looking cuts, perms and colors

CALL 311-5111

1440 Los Sebas Valley Road B.L. B.
Monday thru Friday 10am-6pm
Saturday 9am - 1pm

Roger Lewis
Joe West "Final Cut"
Diana Estock
Kre Walker
Bill Farrell

Records
Books
Products
Samples

National Student Survey Company does product research for manufacturing companies across the United States.

We will send you free sample products to use and evaluate, but you must pay the return postage. Your only obligation is to return the evaluation form with your opinion of the product.

There are no hidden fees to pay, deposits or membership required, all you do is agree to evaluate the product and return the evaluation form. Evaluation openings are limited in the California area so write for complete program information and registration card. Send 25 cents to cover handling and a self-addressed stamped envelope to:

NATIONAL STUDENT SURVEY
P.O. Box 1452
Orange, CA 92668

Sobering shouldn’t be a problem if you just consider the time it takes. One hour is needed for the body to oxidize the alcohol in each drink consumed (that includes beer and wine as well as hard liquor). A cold shower or hot coffee won’t work. 
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Concert goers lacked sophistication

BY TONY TRAMPA
Daily Staff Writer
Cal Poly students were about the only ones lacking sophistication at Beach Ball Spring concert.

Concert songs varied from the slow to the upbeat, but the audience was not ready for any kind of music. When the support act played, they could have been a house band for the concert.

The support act was largely forgotten by the audience, who only knew them as Beach Ball Slam. They played a few songs and then left the stage.

The main event was primarily Beach Ball Slam, but the audience was not ready for their music. They played a few songs and then left the stage.

The audience was left feeling a little let down, but it was a good night overall. The concert was a lot of fun and everyone had a great time.
Wrestlers take fourth straight regional title

By JIM ALVERNA
Daily Trojan

The Cal Poly wrestling team maintained its dominant position in Western Regional tournaments, easily winning the 1978 version over the weekend at Cal State Fullerton.

Coach Vaughn Hitchcock's squad finished with 124 points, 25 ahead of second-place Portland State, which had finished second to Cal Poly in the previous three regional tournaments, was third with 41 and third-fourth.

While winning their fourth straight Western Regional title, the Mustangs qualified seven men for the NCAA Division I national tournament March 16-18 at Chicago, Illinois.

Unlike the 1977 tournament in which Cal Poly's trainers had to carry them back to the hotel, Hitchcock had his share of trying moments this time around.

One was at 148 pounds where, as Hitchcock pointed out, the Mustangs had not lost anyone to unarmed since 1975.

But two losses on the final day cost Cal Poly a second-place finish and were caused largely by problems with travel plans at the airport.

In the true second match when Bob Roehsier lost to Portland State's David Rice, Cal Poly's Robert McDowell of San Jose State was third with 41 and third-fourth.

Senior 177-pounder Robert Anthony qualified for an automatic bid at Williams. Top-seeded in his division, Anthony lost his first 8-3, 9-4 overtime decision to Robert Jones of Long Beach State.

Jones lost his final bout ending Viera's hopes for a national berth.

Nike Pilipichowski wrestled well at 185 pounds but did not qualify for a trip to Maryland. He lost nationally- ranked and top seeded Mike Matthews of Portland State for the national championship.

In his first match before losing 1-3 to a heart breaker 9-6 in a heart breaker, 9-6 in the quarterfinals, Tyron Rogers in a match to determine the true-second wildcard spot.

Actually, it wasn't all black for Cal Poly, which came home with five individual titles.

The best bets for Poly, this year's NCAA runner-up, are Cathy Smith and Dave Hitchcock, who are making the return to the national tournament.

"This year is more normal," said Smith, who is making his third trip to the NCAA meet.

"I'm not sure how I'll do, but I hope to make varsity," said Hitchcock who won't be able to make varsity this year.

Poly's chances for placing nationally will be further improved by the return of three individual placers who will go to the NCAA tournament this year, according to Viera.

"This is the customary way," he said.

Cathance said that he is ready for the NCAA meet, which will be held in Las Vegas.

"I'm not sure how I'll do, but I hope to make varsity," said Hitchcock, who won't be able to make varsity this year.

"It was fun at first, but then I became mentally ill," said Viera.
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SPORTS

Tonight: An athlete who is serious about winning

Randy Nord

It's a man's world. It's all about winning. And everyone knows that, even though women have been proving that they can be serious competitors for years. The problem is that most people, even women, still don't believe it. That's why Asi Special Events is presenting an evening of hysterical comedy with DUCK'S BREATH: MYSTERY THEATRE. It's the perfect opportunity to see if women can really be serious about sports, and that they have a chance to win.

One of the things that says it all is in sports for women. It's the story of Dr. Demento's top 10 list, which is based on the number of female sports athletes. Women in Cal Poly women's basketball, which is one of the best teams in the country, is still in the running.

But I'm not really complaining, because things are so much better now than they used to be. The amount of scholarships and athletic grants is on the increase, and women's teams are starting to win away from the point of view of the strategy, so there's a new attitude.

Reggie--an accessible Yankee

Will Grimes

It's not easy being a Yankee fan, especially when you're a female. But Reggie Jackson has made it easier. The best player in baseball has been with the team for the last two years. And he's been fantastic. He's hit over .300, and has over 40 home runs. He's a superstar.

His month at the plate was his best ever. He hit a home run against the Red Sox, and a double against the Indians. He's also been trading in his Bat for a shorter one, and he's looking more and more like an outfielder.

I'm sure there will be other teams that will be interested in Reggie this year. But for now, he's ours. And we're glad to have him. I'm glad to have him. I'm glad to have him!
Organically Grown’s softened up separates. Softness never looked so good! Luscious shades of vanilla and peach accent these comfy cotton separates. $14 to $27.
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